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Current Draft

- New Draft rev 0.1 published
- Includes
  - Introduction to Enhanced Transmission selection (clause 37) – Please Review!
  - Introduction to DCBx (Clause 38) – Included as much as possible
Issues

- **ETS**
  - Update to Joe’s presentation from Seoul (bb-pelissier-convergence-proposal-1108)
    - Waiting for TG response for inclusion
  - Question for DCB TG – How much ETS text in 8.6 vs. a reference to clause 37
- **DCBx**
  - Unable to include detailed text
    - Still no consensus on LLDP usage for DCBx
    - Would like to encourage DCB Task Group to try to bring this to a conclusion – some progress has been made, but need to continue discussions – I can volunteer to set up continuing conference calls on this issue
  - In current text…
    - Included some of the figures from proposal – Looking to Task Group to tell me if these seem appropriate – in particular see figure 38-1